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The Area Notes for North America would not have been possible without the help of
the American Alpine Journal (AA!) and Kelly Cordes, who provided the onginal
background material upon which these notes are based. These notes cover the
highlights and major ascents. For a complete report of all activity in North America,
the reader is referred to the current editions of theAAJand Canadian Alpine Journal.

ALASKA

T he very warm conditions that affected the Denali Park during the 2005
season were not repeated this year, as the firn line remained below

Kahiltna Base Camp. Fewer climbers visited the park; however, there were
still several notable new routes climbed within the park.

Maxime Turgeon from Quebec completed two new routes. On Denali
he and Louis-Philippe Menard climbed The Canadian Direct (8000', AK 6,
5.9 M6 AI4), an 8000' line on the S face between the Japanese Direct (Kimura
Watanabe-Tsuneto-Yamaura-Senda 1977) and the American Direct (Eberl
Thompson-Laba-Seidman 1967).

On Mount Foraker, Turgeon - this time with Will Mayo - climbed 5200'
of new ground to join the French Ridge (Agresti-Bouquier-Creton-Galmiche
Thiverge-Landry 1976). This new route, the McNeill-Nott Memorial (5200',
WI5+ M6R AO), is named for Karen McNeill and Sue Nott who were lost
on Foraker in the same season. Barely 20 minutes after Turgeon and Mayo
had left the base of the route, a large section of the middle of the face
collapsed making a repeat all but impossible.

Masatoshi Kuriaki of Japan completed the first winter ascent of Mount
Foraker after 39 days on the mountain. With temperatures of minus 50°F,
with 20-30 knot winds (resulting in a wind chill of almost minus lOO°F),
Kuriaki only spent 10 minutes on the summit. Success on Foraker puts
him one step closer to his goal of sumrniting in winter all three of the highest
summits in Alaska: he soloed Denali in 1998 and attempted Hunter on
several occasions.

Mount Huntingdon was also the scene of significant winter activity as
Colin Hayley and Jed Brown made its first winter ascent via the West Face
Couloir (Nettle-Quirk 1989). The pair also completed the ascent in what is
probably a record time of 15 hours camp to camp.
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144. The McNeill-Nott Memorial route on Mt Foraker (Turgeon-Mayo 2006).
(Maxime Turgeon)

In the Ruth Gorge, Mark Westman and Eamonn Walsh returned to
Mount Grosvenor to establish The Warrior's Way (4400', V AI4 M5R AO)
on the E face. The pair spotted the line the previous season but poor weather
prevented an attempt. This time the weather cooperated, thus allowing the
team to make a round-trip ascent in 191;2 hours. The pair also made the
third ascent of The Escalator (Shaw-Wagner, 2000) on Mount Johnson
during the same trip.

The pair returned to the Ruth Gorge later in the same season to Broken
Tooth and attempted the E couloir, commonly referred to as the Root Canal.
Their attempt was halted on the summit ridge 150ft below the summit by a
gendarme. 'Significant failures' of this type, where all the technical ground
was covered, are common in Alaska and are sometimes treated as new
routes and named. In this case, Westman and Wa1sh's goal was the summit
and they left the line (1006m, V AI5+R M6) unnamed for the first true
ascensionists.

Also on Broken Tooth, Fumitaka Ichimura, Tatsuro Yamada, Yuki Satoh
and Katsutaka Yokoyama, the 'Giri-Giri Boys' completed Before the Dawn
(lOOOm, AK 5 5.9 WI4+ M6). Their line follows obvious snow and ice
systems in the centre of the N face. The party also made unsuccessful
attempts on the E faces of the Moose's Tooth and Bear Tooth.
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Colin Hayley and Jed Brown climbed a new line on the N face of Mount
Moffit. The Entropy Wall (1500m, VI 5.9 A2, WI4+) takes a line up the
centre of the face. This was one of the largest unclimbed faces in North
America. The pair also made the first ascent of Abercrombie Mountain's
Southwest Face (1480m, WI4- 5.4), another unclimbed face near Valdez, and
Hayley and Brown's third major contribution to Alaskan climbing in 2006.

CANADA

Like the Dena1i Park, the Kluane National Park and Reserve saw a decline
in numbers this year, most parties being focused, as usual, on Mount Logan.
The most notable ascent was that of South Walsh by Graham Rowbotham
and Paul Knott. Prior to their climb, this was the highest unclimbed peak
in the St Elias range and quite possibly North America. The pair traversed
from South Walsh to Mount Wa1sh via Pt 4227m (also unclimbed) before
descending the W ridge. Rowbotham and Knott also made the fIrst ascent
of Jekden South (see 'The Ascent of South Walsh', page 47).

As usual the focus of Coast Range climbing was the Waddington Range.
The ubiquitous Don Sed and Simon Richardson kicked off the proceedings
with a new line on the E face of Remote Mountain during their visit in
mid-May. In July, Benoit Montfort and four other French climbers flew to
the Waddington-Combatant col and established two new routes on Mount
Combatant, one of which featured climbing to 5.11 c.

In August Ade Miller and Simeon Warner had a productive trip to the
Radiant glacier where they made the first complete ascent of the Buszowski
Kippan route (Buszowski-Kippan 1981) to the main summit of Serra 3. The
pair also climbed a new, narrow couloir line on Mount Shand, The Madness
of "King" George (250m, WI3), and completed the previously tried 200m
Southwest Ridge on Unicorn Mountain. Torn Gray, Seth Hobby, and Ian
Wo1fe also visited the area and added a new unnamed line (D 5.9 AI) on
the S face of TeUot Spire Number One between the Central Dihedral (Glick
Hironen-Richardson 1998) and the Fabische- Waters (Fabische-Waters 1987).

The Bugaboos was the scene of signifIcant activity with new routes being
added, as well as some other major lines being freed. On North Howser
Tower Ulysse Richard and Manue1 Quiroga made probably the fIrst free
ascent of Seventh Rifle (Jones-Rowell-Qamar 1971) at 5.11b. On North
Howser's W face, Bean Bowers and Dave Nettle climbed All Along the
Watchtower (Robinson-Walseth 1981) in 11 hours with Bowers freeing all
of the climb. This is probably the fIrst time the route has been done free in
a single day. The same pair, accompanied by Chris Swetland, also completed
a new free linkup on South Howser Tower and The Minaret: Bad Italian
Hair, which starts with a new 5.10 variation to the start of Bad Hair Day
(Scully-Wirtz 2002) and then joins the Italian Pillar (Stedi1e-DeFrancesco
1987) before fInishing on the top of South Howser.
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Steve Su and Ari Menitove also added a new route to South Howser:
Serge Overkill (V 5.11-), which takes a line near the Catalonian Route (Cabau
Burgada-Masana-Wenciesko 1983). On The Minaret, Bruce Miller and
Chris Weidner added Reinhold Pussycat (600m, V 5.10+ A2) to the W face.
The line had been attempted numerous times by other parties over the years
but never finished.

Chris Brazeau and Colin Moorhead added several routes during their
trip to the Bugaboos: Bugaburl (5.11 d) on Snowpatch Spire, which takes
the obvious corner system right of the North Summit Direct (Morand
Sonnenuye 1979); Divine Intervention (300m, 5.11) on Bugaboo Spire; and
- rounding off their visit - a first free ascent of Cleopatra's Alley (Knox
Thomas-McCormick 1987) on the E face of Pigeon Spire.

While changing conditions in the Rockies have led to some routes
becoming dangerous rubble chutes in summer, milder-than-usual winters
have made these same lines reasonable winter and spring outings in some
cases. Winter alpine activity was somewhat limited, perhaps by the
prevalence of excellent roadside ice conditions. Greg Tkaczuk and Eamonn
Walsh made the first winter ascent of Humble Horse (Marshall-Elzinger 1981)
on the N face of Mount Diadem.

The outstanding ascent of the season was Chris Brazeau and Jon Walsh's
new line on the N face of Mount Alberta. This is the first time a Canadian
Rockies grade VI route has been climbed in a day and is only the third
route on the face. Their route, Brazeau- Walsh (IOOOm, VI M6 5.11), follows
the Lowe-Glidden (Lowe-Glidden 1972) before breaking out right at the start
of the rock headwall. One of George Lowe's other routes, Lowe-Hannibal
(Lowe-HannibaI1979) on the N face of Mount Geikie, also saw two ascents,
notably by Steve Holeczi and Mike Verwey who both free-climbed the route;
previous parties typically resorting to some aid or the second jumaring.

Scott Semple and Raphael Slawinski added a new line to Mount
Andromeda's NE face. The Doctor, The Tourist, His Crampon, and Their Banana
(700m, V M7) follows a faint weakness about lOOm left of the Andromeda
Strain (Blanchard-Cheesmond-Friesen 1983) and features more sustained
climbing than its neighbour. Will Gadd also finished his project of eight
years on MountYamnuska. To date, Yamabushi (300m, 5.13a) is the hardest
multi-pitch rock route to be completed in the Canadian Rockies.

Newfoundland has become a more popular winter venue recently, but
last autumn Justen Sjong and Chris Weidner visited the area and climbed
Lucifer's Lighthouse (1300', V 5.12c) on Blow-Me-Down Wall above Devil's
Bay. They described it as some of the best sea cliff climbing in North
America. The trip relied on access to the cliff by boat. They and another
party were forced to weather the tail end of Hurricane Florence in a nearby
abandoned fishing village rather than at the base of the cliff.
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CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES

The 2006-2007 winter season in the North Cascades provided fewer weather
windows than usual, resulting in less activity. However, Dave Burdick and
John Frieh made the first ascent of the Northeast Face (IV WI4+ M3) on
Three Fingers Peak, a line long admired by local climbers. During the
summer of 2006, several notable projects in the Picket Range were com
pleted, including Haunted Wall on Spectre Peak (2100', IV 5.9+) by Wayne
Wallace and Mike Layton. Wallace returned for an epic solo first ascent of
Mongo Ridge (4,000', VI 5.10-), a mile-long line on West Fury Peak.

In Yosemite Ivo Ninov and Nico Favresse established Lost in Translation
(1200', 5.12b/c R) on El Capitan. They climbed the route free from the
ground up in a day, something of a first for Yosemite where many projects
require a top-down approach with aid over many days. Also on El Capitan,
David Turner added Atlantis (VI 5.9 A4) in the autumn of 2005, which he
established solo over 13 days. Turner returned with Matt Meinzer in spring
2006 and added House of Cards (VI .9 A4+) to the Porcelain Wall, taking
11 days on the wall.

In the Sierra Nevada Dave Nettle, Donald Otten and Nils Davis added
Tradewinds (IVIV 5.11 +) on Incredible Hulk, which pieces together other
routes to form a direct, free line. Dave Nettle returned to Balloon Dome
with Brandon Thau to start The Crucible (IV 5.11 AI), a project that Thau
eventually finished with Chris LaBaunty and Neal Harder. The same party
of three also freed Leaning Tower Route - Free Dike Variation (IV 5.11 +).

Pavel Kovar and Misha Logvinov's ascent of Mount Clarence King's
Northeast Ridge (IV+ 5.7) shows that the Sierras, like the North Cascades,
still offer a lot of adventure. The route involves more than a mile of ridge
traversal before it joins the E ridge to the summit. Also in the Sierras, Jake
Whitaker and Renan Ozturk completed a new direct free variation to the
East Face (V 5.11) of Day Needle in the Mt. Whitney cirque. While on
Keeler Needle Michael Strassman completed the eponymously named
Strassman Route (2000', ungraded), soloing it over a period of eight days.

In the Zion National Park Mike Anderson and Rob Pizem made the first
free ascent of one of Zion's longest routes, Thunderbird Wall (16 pitches, VI
5.13- R). This is just one of numerous high-grade lines freed by Anderson
over the past couple of years. Cedar Wright and Renan Ozturk were also
very active, as they established three new lines, all with onsight and in-a
day ethics. Immediately to the right of Monkey Finger they added The Monkeys
Always Send, Dude (900', 5.11 +R C2 or 5.12). Next, on Mount Kinesava,
they added Free Lhasa (1300',5.11+), a clean variation to Lhasa (Anker
Quinn, 1990). They also added The Birthday Bash (700', 5.12c), which follows
the crack system just right of Free or Bum.

Black Canyon of the Gunnison National Park was, as usual, the scene of
lots of activity.
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Josh Wharton, accompanied by numerous partners, completed several
free linkups and ground-up ascents in the canyon. On the wall between
Cheap Shot and Dry Hard, Topher Donahue and Jared Ogden added The
Blacksmiths (1600', 5.12), which starts up Earl Wiggins' route Dry Hard
before adding a further six new pitches to reach the canyon rim. Finally
Jeremy Collins and Jonny Copp added Sistine Reality (IV 5.11 +) on the W
face of Gothic Pillar.

In the Rocky Mountain National Park, Chip Chace and Roger Briggs
completed Endless Summer (300m, V- 5.12- (5.11R)) on the lower E face of
Longs Peak. This was the end result of attempts spread over several years.

In the winter of 2007 in Grand Teton National Park, Greg Collins and
Hans Johnstone completed the rust winter ascent of Mount Owen's N
ridge. Johnstone, along with Stephen Koch, also added Squeeze Box (1000',
IV M7 AO) to the N face of Grand Teton. Johnstone and Collins, this time
accompanied by Bean Bowers, also visited Mount Moran and added South
Buttress Prow (5.12b) to Moran's south buttress. The team rappelled from
the top of the technical difficulties, leaving 2500' of 5th-class slabs between
them and the summit.

MEXICO

There was a significant amount of activity in Mexico in 2006 with several
longer routes established, often by locals rather than visiting climbers. Javier
Israel, Odin Perez Arias and Luis Carlos Garcia Ayala added Guerrero de
Luz (550m, V 5.12- AO) on the Neptuno Wall in La Huasteca National
Park. Ayala had spotted the wall the previous season but access issues had
prevented a serious attempt. Oriol Anglada and Marisol Monterrubio added
Via Lactea (270m, 5.12c or 5.12a C2) to the S face of Peiion Blanco near
Yerbanis in the desert of Durango. Alejandro Rene Gomez Aldama, Jose
Manuel Gomez Aldama, Carlos Miguel Hererra Tapia and Calvin A Smith
climbed a new line, Hombres del Paiiuelo Rojo (500m, 5.11 AI) in the
Sumidero Canyon, part of the Sumidero Canyon National Park.
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